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Being a newborn photographer is very
rewarding. It takes a special type of person
to photograph the world’s newest little
humans beings. A newborn photographer
brings a special touch, attention to detail,
patience, and pure love to every session.
Here are a few tips if you're just starting
out! (...If you're a professional already, you
probably already know all of this
information.) Enjoy!
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One of the most important aspects of being
a newborn photographer is SAFETY. When
posing fragile newborn babies, safety should
always be the #1 priority, every single
time. As a photographer, it’s always such a
thrill to get the perfect pose & cute smirk,
but it’s really important to never
compromise the safety of a baby under any
circumstances.
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Newborn Safety



Here are some informative tips on newborn
safety to keep in mind:

> Never try to achieve a pose that
compromises the safety of a newborn.
You’ve probably seen photos that appear as
if a baby is balancing their own head in
their hands, or as if a baby is hanging in a
sling from a tree. Please note that those
poses are not achieved "as is." All of those
set-ups are achieved safely with the use of
composites and cloning in Photoshop, so
that there is never a need to put a baby at
risk.

> Always use a spotter. A baby is much
stronger than you think! They can roll,
push themselves over, and move within the
blink of an eye. Having a spotter (perhaps
one of the parents or an assistant) next to
the baby at all times is best.3



> If using a basket or bucket, be sure to use
weights or something heavy to weigh down
the base to keep it from tipping over, and
for extra pre-caution, line any hard edges
with soft padding, pillows or blankets.

> Newborn babies tend to get cold, so be
sure the room is kept warm and toasty. If
you’re doing it right, you should be working
up a sweat half way into the session! The
temperature should be somewhere around
82-85 degrees.

> Adding to above, make sure that the space
heater is a safe distance from the baby at
all times. You don’t want a baby sweating
or overheating.
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> Clean and sanitize your hands and
equipment. Newborn babies haven’t had
time to build up a strong immune system
yet and sanitizing is important for their
health.

> You’ll find that some babies like to bend
more than others. Never try to force a baby
into a pose. Adjust them to where they are
comfortable. 

> The baby is the boss. Remember, when
working with newborns, you are on their
schedule. Be sure to listen to their needs
and cues, whether they need a break to be
fed or just some cuddles for comfort.

> Make sure the baby has enough support
for their head, especially during upright
poses.
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> Do not use or put the baby in any glass
props.

> Never try a pose that you feel unsure
about or are not confident doing.

> Babies lose circulation quickly. With all
that posing they are doing, be sure to
double check that all of the baby’s limbs
are nice & pink with good circulation.

> When shooting above the baby, have your
camera strap around your neck to ensure
that it cannot accidentally fall.

> Never leave an infant alone, unattended
or with a young sibling.
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The ideal newborn age for a studio session
is about 5-12 days. Newborns within this
age range are tiny and tend to still be very
sleepy - in fact, they will curl up to little
poses that are similar to the position they
were in while in the womb. After about two
weeks, newborns grow quicker and
sometimes have a habit of stretching their
arms & legs, which make some of those
“sleepy poses” more difficult to achieve. 
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What is the ideal newborn age?



Of course, age doesn’t solely determine how
easy or difficult an individual baby will be
to pose, but it’s good practice to strongly
encourage parents to schedule their
newborn session before the two week
"womb-like" period is up. If they book after
that period, that’s perfectly okay, but be
sure to educate them on this and set the
expectations.

> Keep in mind that babies are not always
due on their exact due dates, so be sure to
hold out a few days before/after in your
schedule just incase things don’t go as
planned with the due date.
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A typical newborn session lasts about 3-4
hours with portraits of the baby, the baby
with mom/dad/sibling(s) individually, and
the whole family together. Keep in mind
that although that sounds like a long time,
much of that time is spent comforting the
baby, feeding breaks, or cuddles.
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Session Time



Some items you may want to remind the
parents to bring to the session are pacifiers,
a change of clothes for themselves (just
incase they are holding the baby and an un-
planned potty accident occurs- which is
highly likely for a newborn!), extra diapers
& wipes, a formula bottle if they are not
breastfeeding, and any special family
heirlooms or blankets that they would like
incorporated into the photos.

Here is a quick Client Prep List to
reference:

> Pacifiers (Newborns love the soothe
pacifiers.)
> Formula bottle if they aren’t
breastfeeding.
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Client Prep List



> Extra change of clothes for the parents
> Request that they feed the baby 1-2 hours
before the session, so they arrive with a
happy full belly.
> Collect & bring any items they would like
incorporated into the photos. This can
include family heirlooms, monogrammed
blankets, toys, etc.
> Request that they dress the baby in a
button down onesie. (We all know babies
hate having clothes pulled over their head!)
> Ask them to keep the baby awake 1-2
hours prior to the session. Perhaps you can
suggest giving them a bath so that by the
time the baby arrives at the studio, they
will have tired themselves out. (Also, a bath
makes their hair fluffy, if they have any.)
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Below is a list of some of the basics needed
for newborn photography.

-PoseBaby professional “puck-style” bean
bag designed for newborn photography.
-White noise machine
-Space heater
-Fabrics, blankets & throws
-Diapers (disposable or cloth)
-Paper towels
-Hand sanitizer
-Baby wipes
-Towels and washcloths
-Background stand (or a chair that you can
use to clamp the fabric to.)
-5-10 clamps
-Reflector board
-Props, hats, headbands
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The Basics (Equipment)



With newborn photography, one of the most
important aspects of creating one-of-a-kind
newborn photos is the base on which the
baby is posed. 

The bean bag you use does matter! The
PoseBaby Pro Bean Bags are specially
designed for newborn photography and
posing newborns.
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The Bean Bag is Key



Here are some great features of the
PoseBaby Studio Sized Bean Bag that will
no-doubt kick your photography up a notch.

- PoseBaby Pro is made with superior faux
leather.
 - Offers a large & impressionable surface
area.
- The surface has a perfect amount of grip
and is easy to wipe clean. 
- Has a long durable zipper.
- Has an inner bag to ensure easy
filling/closure. The inner bag also allows
you to choose how soft or firm you'd like to
fill the bean bag.
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Making a cheat sheet of poses and details
for your sessions is a smart idea if you’re
just starting your newborn photography
career. Write down the poses & shots that
you’d like to get and your general thoughts
& inspiration for the shoot and place it next
to your PoseBaby Bean Bag or somewhere
you can easily refer back to. It’s helpful to
have your own guide as a reference so that
you feel in control and confident of the
direction of your sessions.
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Use a "Cheat Sheet"



Another helpful tip is to always capture a
set of certain shots during every one of
your newborn sessions. This creates a
routine for you and is helpful because you
won’t have to think twice about planning
these. For example: In every newborn
session, you might decide to capture certain
macro shots (eyelashes, toes, ears, lips,
hands), close up shots, favorite poses (if the
baby will allow), etc. 
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OHHH THOSE SWEET LITTLE DETAILS...



> Make it noisy. Newborns are fresh out of
the womb and sounds in the womb are very
loud. Use a white noise machine or calming
music- whichever the baby responds best to.
You’ll find that the extra noise is calming
and puts everyone at ease, that includes the
parents & even you the photographer!

> A fully bellied baby is a happy baby. If
possible, try to request that the parent
feeds the baby right before their session or
at the studio.

>Preparation is key. Like everything else in
life, things come easier when you plan for
them. Try to set up the studio, the
PoseBaby bean bag, all props, etc. before
the baby arrives.
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Tips for your Newborn Sessions



> Don’t wear any scented perfumes or
lotions, as this can irritate the baby.

> Ask that the parents keep the baby awake
1-2 hours prior to their session. When it’s
time to photograph, the baby will be tired
and will (hopefully) sleep easier.

> If at all possible, try to book your
newborn sessions first thing in the morning.
Newborns tend to be more tired during the
morning and can sleep more soundly than
in the afternoon.

> Stay calm and have self-confidence!
Babies can pick up on your energy, and so
can parents.
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> Take your time. It takes time and
attention to get those perfect little details!

> Enjoy your session. If you’re a newborn
photographer, chances are that you not only
love the art of photography, but you love
sweet little babies! It’s an honor that
someone chose you to photograph their
perfect new bundle of joy. Enjoy it!
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A quick guide to newborn poses & lingo.

Froggie: The classic newborn pose. This
pose highlights the baby’s facial features.
Legs are placed by the side, hands placed
under the chin appearing as though the
baby is holding their head in their hands.
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Newborn Photography
Posing Guide



Tushie up: This pose highlights the baby’s
facial features, wrinkles & baby fat, and
the curvature of the baby’s little bottom.
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LOOK AT THOSE
PRECIOUS ROLLS!



Taco: This is also known as the “Womb
Pose.” This pose highlights facial features,
sweet expressions, and cute little hands and
feet.
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Swaddle Wrapped: This might just be the
reason why babies are called little peanuts!
This is very much like swaddling a baby.
This pose highlights the baby’s facial
features and shows just how tiny they are.
Wrap the baby carefully but snug in a wrap
placed on a blanket, flokati rug, or both.
Hands can be in or out.
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Bundle of Joy!
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Chin on Wrists
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Siblings



Side Laying Pose
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Natural
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Well, that about "wraps" it up! (No swaddle
pun intended.)

We hope you enjoyed reading a few of these
tips & tricks. Being a newborn
photographer is a great career and/or hobby
that allows for creativity and lots of love.
(We're biased, but we think it's a pretty
spectacular gig!)

We hope that you'll stay connected with us,
as we would love to be a part of your
journey and swoon over your newborn
photos!
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That's a wrap!
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FOLLOW US!
@posebabypro
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For more newborn photography
inspiration, sign up for the

PoseBaby Newsletter at
www.posebabypro.com.


